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The casino market in Portugal is growing, and casino gaming companies establish how new
advances in existing technologies should reach the public. It is becoming challenging for players to
decide the top casino companies from a massive list of all the casino tech companies available.

Casino gaming companies now have many growth opportunities due to the increasing popularity of
mobile and online platforms.

The game development area seems unstoppable, with the Portuguese public not being an exception
and seeing increasing numbers of players visiting online casinos every day.

The author Victoria Oliveira (find out more about her here) lets us in on a few of the most
reputable casino tech companies in 2021.

Cognitec

As technology usage increased in 2020, Cognitec has developed a groundbreaking face recognition
feature on their website. They can modify the functions and gaming platform’s performance
automatically according to their player’s facial expressions.

Cognitec is changing the way casino departments work through human actions and reactions. With
the face recognition feature and safety access, the developers can protect and secure their game for
the clients and staff. With this mechanism, Cognitec increases its profits at a whooping rate and
starts paving future tendencies ahead.

Evolution

Established in 2006, Evolution is amongst the most demanding and appreciated live video
streaming casino companies worldwide, with many of its titles available to play at 888casino. They
adopt the latest technological features for players to enjoy a better and real-time live gaming
adventure.

The live text of casino games helps in delivering a better user experience overall. Some of the
many famous sports offered by Evolution include Lightning Roulette, Auto Roulette, Monopoly
Live, Deal or No Deal and the classic Roulette.

Gamomat
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Gamomat is the second-largest and best-established casino tech company providing excellent
developers with gambling content. They have more than 250 well-equipped sports in their store.

Gamomat uses the latest digital technologies that feature top players from online and jackpot
games. The company provides access to all its casino and gambling games through desktops,
mobile phones, and other smart technology devices.

Ramses Book, Fancy Fruits, and Crystal Ball are among the most popular games by Gamomat.

PragmaticPlay

Have you ever heard of a company providing a wide range of mobile-friendly sports games to its
players? PragmaticPlay is one of the most renowned gaming editors offering this fantastic feature.
Players can enjoy a real-time and outstanding gaming experience sitting in the comfort of their
homes, changing the way we think about entertainment and games.

To improve the players’ gaming experience, they have come up with the gaming house text
ranking from online blocks to bingo and real gaming. Wolf gold, The Dog House, Mustang Gold,
Bronco Spirit, and Joker’s Jewels are some of the most significant hits by PragmaticPlay.

Microgaming

Microgaming has spent years in the top spots of the casino gaming companies rank, being among
the most prevailing, energetic, and influential companies. Their developers deliver much of the
best gaming experiences and designs to their clients.

Their slots are pretty famous in European casinos and relevant online gambling platforms. The
company has 240 gaming partners worldwide, and some of its most popular games are Beer Fest,
Fruit Slots, Space Spins, and Eagle Wings.

NetEnt

The iconic developer Net Entertainment (NetEnt) is most likely the topmost gaming tech
organization providing the best online casino gaming experiences to regular and loyal players.

Over time, more than 200 engaging and exciting gambling games for worldwide players never
cease to impress, with some of the most memorable being Starburst, Gonzo’s Quest, Jumanji, and
Hotline. More than enough thrills to spin out of control!

Red Tiger Gaming

In 2014, Red tiger Gaming provided attractive and fun titles, thanks to the most groundbreaking
techniques brought forward by its creative minds, producers, and architects. Red Tiger Gaming
falls under the top 10 casino tech companies of 2021.

They provide the best game designs having fun elements. Some of their premier table games
include Piggy riches MegaWays, Mystery Reels, Lucky Valentine, and The Wild Hatter.

In a nutshell, due to the increasing competitiveness in the iGaming industry, it is becoming tougher
to decide on the top casino companies out there. There is something for everyone, with fierce
competition resulting in better experiences for players worldwide.

https://coed.com/2021/02/16/the-key-to-improve-your-gaming-skills-insanely-fast/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microgaming
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Picking one from the other is merely a personal statement of preference, as you’ll come across
many of these titles in any reputable online casino.
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